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Answer Set Programming (ASP)¹ is highly competitive in static domains such as time tabling and workforce management, whereas it has more difficulties to handle dynamic ones, as for instance, robotic intra-logistics. The reason is that the modeling language aims at handling static knowledge, while dynamic knowledge is only indirectly dealt with via reductions to the static case. There is thus a lack of a versatile language for modeling dynamic domains in ASP. Our ultimate goal is to conceive an extension of ASP with language constructs from dynamic and temporal logic to provide an expressive computational framework for modeling dynamic applications.

Using a restriction of the logical foundations of the temporal logic of here-and-there () and its non-monotonic counterpart of temporal equilibrium logic (TEL)[³][⁴] in the context of finite traces (THTf) and (TELf)[⁵], we to obtain a temporal extension of ASP that can be treated with (incremental) ASP solving technology. Indeed, TEL formulas can be reduced to a normal form close to logic programs, which is much simpler than the one obtained for TEL. Also, TELf models are finite and offer a one-to-one correspondence to plans. A first system, telingo[²], extend the ASP system clingo with a subset of TELf, using clingo’s mutli-shot interface, and allows to modelize problem using temporal operators.

Similarly as done with and TEL, the (linear) dynamic logic of here-and-there (DHT) and its non-monotonic counterpart, dynamic equilibrium logic (DEL)[⁶][⁷] are restricted to finite traces and we refer to the resulting systems as DHTf and DELf. We extend telingo with dynamic operators using a translation from a DELf to TELf. We allow the use of dynamic formulas in constraints or behind a negation in the body of rules.
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